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Background Illumination can Effect Attention in Children Diagnosed with
Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
CITATION: Bylsma, F. W., & Pivik, R. T. (1989). The effects of background illumination
and stimulant medication on smooth pursuit eye movements of hyperactive children.
Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology, 17, 73–90.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: IA1a
1) RESEARCH OBJECTIVE/QUESTION
To examine the contributions of medication, attentional, and cerebellar influences on
pursuit eye movements (PEM) performance of children with ADHD; PEM dysfunction
of children diagnosed with ADHD relative to control children
2) Effects of medication on PEM performance on children diagnosed with ADHD
3) Relationship between medication-related changes in behavior and PEM
performance
4) Effects of combining cerebellar (lighting conditions) and attentional (button press
task + lighting conditions) influences on PEM.
DESIGN
RCT
Cohort
X
RCT = randomized control trial
2 groups
SAMPLING PROCEDURE
Random
X Controlled
SAMPLE
N=40

M age=9.63 years
(experimental

Single case
Before–after

Case control
Cross-sectional

Consecutive
Convenience

Male=28

Ethnicity=not
specified

Female=12

group; SD=1.71
years) and 9.45
years (control
group; SD=1.67
years)
PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS
ADHD group, inclusion criteria:
• >1.5 on the Hyperactivity/Impulsivity Index (HI) (Conners Scale)
• DSM-III criteria for ADHD
• Currently receiving stimulant medication (methylphenidate)
• Exhibiting symptoms since age 3
Control group:
• 20 age-matched peers without ADHD
MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS/CLINICAL DISORDER
ADHD
OT TREATMENT DIAGNOSIS
N/A
OUTCOMES
Pursuit eye movement performance during a tracking task (presented in both light and
dark conditions)
Measures
Horizontal and vertical eye movements
electroculographically (HEOG and VEOG)
Electroencephalographic (EEG) activity
Facial muscle activity (EMG)
Data analysis was based on
• Velocity arrest (VA)
• Root mean square (RMS) error
• Corneoretinal potential
Outcome—OT terminology
Performance components
Motor: Visual motor integration
Outcome—ICIDH-2 terminology
Impairments
INTERVENTION

Reliability
Y, not
specified

Validity
Y, not
specified

• Lighting condition
• Medication condition
Description
Participants were required to track, with pursuit eye movements only, the moving target
light for 15–20 oscillations. To promote attention to the target, participants were required
to press a hand-held button indicating detection of target light interruptions. The tracking
task was presented in both light and dark conditions.
Who delivered
• Not specified
• University Department of Psychiatry and School of Psychology (University of Ottawa)
and Department of Psychology (Johns Hopkins University)
Setting
Clinical setting
Frequency/Duration
• Control group = 1 PEM performance assessment
• Experimental group (ADHD) = PEM performance was assessed under both
medicated and nonmedicated conditions (they were retested [in the other medication
condition] after 7 days).
Follow-up
N/A
RESULTS
VAs: Groups were found to differ significantly. Significant main effects were noted for
groups with post-hoc analyses revealing that children diagnosed with ADHD produced
more VAs than did those in the control group in both light and dark conditions.
RMS: No significant group or medication effects or interactions between these factors
were found. However, consistent with the results of VAs score analyses, a significant
main effect for lighting condition was present for all groups with decreased RMS scores
in the dark relative to the light condition.
Corneoretinal potential: No statistically significant differences were found.
CONCLUSIONS
• Nonmedicated children with ADHD evidenced significantly greater VA scores than did
those in the control group, suggesting disorders in smooth-pursuit tracking in children
with ADHD.
• RMS error did not discriminate between groups.
• Stimulant medication affected only a slight, nonsignificant reduction of tracking errors
relative to those presented in the nonmedicated state. This finding fails to confirm a
previous report to significant medication-related improvements in PEM performance of
children with ADHD. For all participants, dark condition testing was associated with

significant reductions in VA scores and RMS errors values relative to the light
condition.
Combining medication and dark testing tended to normalize VA scores for ADHD group
participants.
• Although neither the button-press task nor dark testing nor medication alone affected
a normalization of tracking performance in children with ADHD, VA scores for these
participants closely approximated control group levels when all three conditions were
combined.
• The direct relationship noted between daily dose of medication and amount of
reduction in VA scores suggests that medication-associated reductions in tracking
dysfunction may parallel medication-related reductions in behavioral symptomatology
in children with ADHD.
LIMITATIONS
Methods to assess cerebellar involvement in PEM dysfunction in ADHD (light versus
dark conditions) are somewhat weak and questionable. Because both control and
ADHD groups benefitted from dark conditions, it is difficult to conclude anything
regarding cerebellar pathophysiology in ADHD.

 Terminology used in this document is based on two systems of classification current
at the time the evidence-based literature reviews were completed: Uniform
Terminology for Occupational Therapy Practice—Third Edition (AOTA, 1994) and
International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICIDH-2) (World
Health Organization [WHO], 1999). More recently, the Uniform Terminology document
was replaced by Occupational Therapy Practice Framework: Domain and Process
(AOTA, 2002), and modifications to ICIDH-2 were finalized in the International
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (WHO, 2001).
This work is based on the evidence-based literature review completed by Erna
Imperatore Blanche, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA, and Gustavo Reinoso, OTR/L. Contributions
to the evidence brief were provided by Michele Youakim, PhD.
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